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TABLE BLENDER 
 
Power drinks on the go 

 

 
 
 
A compact, elegant table blender especially designed for preparing smaller portions. It is perfect to turn fresh fruits 
into healthy smoothies and juices. The premium mix and go bottle captures 0.6 litres.  Thanks to the ONE-click 
cover flap, the bottle can be transported conveniently and safely in every bag. The 2-level rotation speed regulation 
and the 4-winged stainless steel blade guarantee best results for mixing and puréeing. For short operation-cycles 
at maximum power, select the useful pulse level. The well-arranged control panel and an integrated safety system 
permit a very convenient handling and grant safety during operation. After use, the blender is dismountable for an 
easy cleaning. This appliance is the perfect kitchen aid for a healthy nutrition! 
 
 

 

Convenient accessories available: 

 

 *mix & go* bottle 
- made of BPA-free plastic material
- screw cap with convenient 

   ONE-click cover flap  

MB 03 (0.3 l) 
  EAN: 40 01797 853615 

MB 06 (0.6 l) 
  EAN: 40 01797 853622 
 

 Glass blender jug 
*mixing, chopping, ice-crushing* 
stable glass jug with scaling 
lid with opening for refilling 

MB 08/G (0.8 l) 
  EAN: 40 01797 853639 

 
 
Technical data:  

 Type: MX 200 

 230 V ~  350 W    stainless steel   

 premium stainless steel casing  

 2 level rotation speed regulation, up to 22,000 r.p.m.  

 separate pulse function for temporary maximum power 

 high-quality “mix and go” bottle made of BPA-free plastic material, 0.6 l  

 robust 4-winged stainless steel blade  

 dismountable for easy cleaning  

 dimensions: 37 x 12.5cm 

 EAN: 40 01797 853707 


